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ABSTRACT4

Tensile test data for structural steels are ubiquitous. Yet, the information monotonic5

loading provides with respect to the material’s characteristics is limited. Notably, features6

of inelastic response to cyclic loading, such as the Bauschinger effect, can not be determined7

without testing with a load reversal protocol. This paper aims at addressing this shortcoming8

by formulating a constrained optimization problem that provides best-fit material parameters9

to a tensile test, while simultaneously imposing representative cyclic properties for structural10

steels. Recommendations on constraints are given. Results demonstrate that improvements11

can be achieved when compared to: (1) direct fits to tensile data and (2) input model12

parameters from the same steel material but from different batches calibrated to a wide range13

of strain-based protocols. Given the available data, it is concluded that simpler models with14

one backstress tend to perform best with the proposed constraints.15
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Seismic response of steel structures to extreme events is often nonlinear in nature. The19

sources of the nonlinearity can be classified mainly into two categories: (1) material and20

(2) geometric. Without accurate material and geometric properties, reliable physics-based21

modeling of the hysteretic response of a component or sub-assembly can not be established.22

Consequently, their impact at the system level can be the source of accumulated errors that23

may lead to misleading conclusions of overall structural performance. Yet, all too often are24

structural steel’s nonlinearities oversimplified or all together overlooked. In situations where25

material and geometric nonlinearities strongly interact (e.g. open-section beam-columns),26

it has been shown that such oversimplifications can lead to distinct member failure modes27

(Hartloper et al. 2019a).28

Accurate material modeling depends both on the constitutive model and on the ability29

to obtain its characteristic input parameters. Solving inverse problems, however, are marred30

with nonuniqueness issues (Cooke and Kanvinde 2015), i.e. a different set of parameters can31

yield the same overall material response for a particular loading history– c.f. e.g. Fig. 1.32

This feature can significantly hamper modeling efforts in situations where loading histories33

differ from the calibrated cases. For earthquake applications this is naturally an issue of34

concern due to the stochastic character of seismic action. To mitigate this problem, a35

methodology has been proposed to calibrate parameters to a rich set of protocols that are36

representative of seismic loading (de Castro e Sousa et al. 2020). While this approach37

shows promise, obtaining test data can be challenging since it can be costly both in terms38

of the number of specimens and of specialized testing equipment in order to achieve high39

compressive strains. Furthermore, there are situations, like the performance assessment of40

existing steel structures (CEN 2005; ASCE 2017), where collecting the required amount of41

samples may be challenging. Given that there is a need for accurate material modeling, on42

one hand, and that the ability to carry out extensive testing campaigns may be restricted,43

on the other hand, a way to use limited test information, such as monotonic tensile tests, is44

of particular interest to the research and practice communities.45
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Most of steel’s mechanical design characteristics are typically obtained by tensile tests.46

These tests are both common and standardized (ASTM 2013; CEN 2001), meaning they are47

relatively economical and the testing methodology is established. Their main shortcoming,48

however, is that they can not depict how the material would behave under cyclic loading.49

Importantly, the extent of the Bauschinger effect and isotropic versus kinematic hardening50

saturation levels are information that cannot be derived solely from monotonic loading. This51

paper proposes addressing this challenge by determining material parameters from a specific52

tensile test but that, at the same time, satisfy some a priori knowledge pertaining to its53

cyclic properties. It is envisioned that this a priori knowledge should be directly related to54

the steel grades’ general material characteristics, e.g. its microstructure (in its grain size and55

crystalline structure) or its chemical composition. As will be shown more concretely in the56

methodology and results sections, different steel grades commonly present different ratios of57

isotropic to kinematic hardening, a behavior believed to be closely related to the material’s58

grain refinement (Bouaziz et al. 2008).59

The interpretation of material parameters is inextricably tied to the chosen model repre-60

sentation. Herein, two materials models are used: (1) the Voce-Chaboche (VC) (Voce 1948;61

Chaboche et al. 1979) and (2) an Updated Voce-Chaboche (UVC) (Hartloper et al. 2020).62

Both are part of the rate independent, J2 plasticity framework, but differ on their hardening63

rules - the isotropic, in particular. The first is a widely used material model in the context64

of nonlinear analysis of steel structures (c.f. e.g. Fell et al. (2009), Araújo et al. (2017),65

Elkady and Lignos (2018)). Among its most important features is its ability to adequately66

capture cyclic loading behavior with exponentially saturating hardening laws. The second67

builds upon the VC by adjusting the material response to more accurately capture the dis-68

continuous yielding phenomenon present in mild steels (Lubliner 2008). Both models aim at69

representing physical mechanisms that lead to work hardening - e.g. the Bauschinger effect70

through the kinematic hardening representation. However, the interpretation of material pa-71

rameters through these models should only be made if they can be determined in a reliable72
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and consistent manner.73

The approaches made in de Castro e Sousa et al. (2020) and Hartloper et al. (2019b)74

are focused toward consistency of the parameters obtained for the VC and UVC models, re-75

spectively. Therein, unconstrained optimization procedures, based on Newton Trust-Region76

(NTR) framework, are presented that are able to navigate the non-convex parameter search77

space both efficiently and reliably, given a diverse set of strain-based load protocols. The78

parameters obtained for each of these models, with those methodologies, are considered to79

be intrinsic to the material since they are both reliable and physically motivated. While80

differences between steel production batches are to be expected, the hypothesis is made that81

certain behavioral aspects are directly transferable between materials of the same grade;82

that is to say that, specific material parameters might be different but, for example, ratios83

of isotropic to kinematic hardening should remain largely of the same magnitude for a given84

steel grade.85

This paper concerns itself with answering mainly one question: can parameter optimiza-86

tion of a single tensile test, holding constant characteristic material ratios for cyclic loading,87

return satisfactory stress-strain responses for a wide range of cyclic load protocols? There is88

a pressing need for an answer to this question. Consider, for example, Fig. 1 which depicts89

test results for two load protocols (Fig. 1a /1c- monotonic; Fig. 1b/1d - cyclic variable90

amplitude)1. On top of the test results, two uniaxial VC model responses for the tests’91

strain histories are also depicted, whose parameters are determined with (1) a wide range92

of cyclic load protocols and (2) naively with only the tensile test data. It can be seen that,93

although the parameters perform similarly in the tensile case, the tensile fitting’s response94

deviates largely from the variable amplitude response. Naive tensile-only calibrations do not95

perform well when simulating cyclic loading because monotonic tensile tests do not contain96

information regarding the Bauschinger effect nor cyclic hardening, therefore, it can be taken97

for granted that naively using a tensile test to calibrate a cyclic material model is an inad-98

1load protocol designations can be consulted in de Castro e Sousa et al. (2020)
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equate approach. Since it has been shown that even small differences in a material model99

can have a disproportionate effect on the overall member behavior and influence simulated100

geometric instabilities (Hartloper et al. 2019a), this aspect may be crucial in the accuracy101

of structural responses in the nonlinear regime.102

To address the problem stated above, an approach is proposed in this paper that makes103

use of (1) material performance metrics and (2) a constrained optimization procedure using104

the developed metrics in order to solve for the corresponding model parameters . Their effi-105

cacy is evaluated by using appropriate error metrics. Additionally, comparisons are made to106

material model performance using parameters from known databases for nominally identical107

materials. It is shown that the proposed method outperforms a “naive” optimization, and108

is on-or-above par with the use of relevant parameters from databases, for the case-study109

addressed herein. Details for the approach are given in the Methodology section. After,110

results of the application of the methodology to a number of materials are presented and a111

discussion of those results is given in the subsequent section. The paper concludes with a112

brief section summarizing the main outcomes of this research.113

METHODOLOGY114

A solution to the problem of determining a set of constitutive model parameters repre-115

sentative for cyclic loading using only a tensile test is proposed in this section. The workflow116

of the proposed methodology is shown in Fig. 2 applied to structural steel materials. The117

workflow consists of three stages for a given steel material: Stage 1: determine the a priori118

cyclic hardening characteristics of the material for a set constitutive model, Stage 2: use this119

a priori information to inform the model calibration using only a tensile test, and Stage 3:120

validate the results.121

In Stage 1, the metrics to quantify the behavior of steel materials subjected to cyclic122

loading, and the associated constraints, are proposed. An existing database of uniaxial123

cyclic tests, denoted as the Root dataset, is used to calculate the bounds in these constraints124

for selected materials through established calibration methods (Hartloper et al. 2019b; de125
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Castro e Sousa et al. 2020). In Stage 2, the constraints are used with tensile tests to form a126

constrained optimization problem using this limited data. The solution to this minimization127

problem yields the constitutive model parameters that match a tensile test with cyclic loading128

information embedded. In Stage 3, an assessment of the methodology is made by comparing129

the predicted steel material response using the tensile-only parameters with uniaxial coupon130

tests from the Root dataset in addition to a separate dataset (denoted the Validation dataset)131

to avoid bias in the results.132

Database of Steel Materials133

As shown in Fig. 2, data regarding the cyclic and tensile behavior of steel materials is134

required at each step of the process, therefore, a database of such information is a necessary135

starting point. An existing database of uniaxial tensile tests on structural steel materials, in136

combination with several uniaxial cyclic tests conducted on round-bar coupons, is utilized in137

this paper (Grigoriou and Lignos 2017; Suzuki 2018; Hartloper et al. 2020). This database138

contains the original data used in the authors’ research in the domain of inverse problems139

and is thus coined the Root dataset. A further description of the database, including the140

definitions of the cyclic load protocols used, is provided in de Castro e Sousa et al. (2020).141

In brief, the strain-based load protocols are cataloged numerically into 10 different histories142

that are deemed to be representative of strain histories in steel frame structural components143

when subjected to earthquake loading. In total, nine sets of different steel materials (some144

materials having multiple samples) are included in the database, as summarized Table 1.145

The Root dataset (Table 1) is largely comprised of low-carbon (or mild) low-alloy struc-146

tural steels that are commonly used in Europe (e.g. S355J2 and S355J2+N), North America147

(e.g. A992 Gr. 50 and A500 Gr. B), and Japan (e.g. BCR295 and BCP325) (CEN 2005;148

ASTM 2016; ASTM 2018). These mild steel materials are the focus of this study. Other149

materials included in Table 1 are high-strength low-alloy steels (S460NL and S690QL) (CEN150

2019b; CEN 2019a), and a high-performance steel that is manufactured with a thermome-151

chanically controlled process and grain refinement (HYP400) (Suzuki et al. 2008) that are152
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of emerging interest in structural earthquake engineering. However, only a single set of tests153

is available for each of these materials, and therefore, the hardening characteristics of these154

materials cannot be reliably established at this time. Informative results for these materials155

are included for use in future work that may expand on the present study.156

Definition of the Constitutive Models157

Implementation of the VC and UVC models has already been extensively described in the158

literature (Hartloper et al. 2019b; de Castro e Sousa et al. 2020), therefore, only pertinent159

details are covered herein for brevity. The model implementation outlined in this section is160

specific to uniaxial stress states owing to the nature of the data included in the previously161

described database.162

Both the VC and UVC models use a von Mises yield condition, φVM ,163

φVM := |σ − α| − (σy,0 +K) ≤ 0, (1)164

where σ is the uniaxial stress, α is the backstress defining the kinematic hardening compo-165

nent, σy,0 is the initial yield stress, and K is the isotropic hardening. The isotropic hardening166

rule defined in the UVC model is167

K = Q∞
(
1− exp

[
−bεpeq

])
−D∞

(
1− exp

[
−aεpeq

])
, (2)168

where ε̇peq = |ε̇p| is the equivalent plastic strain, Q∞ is the magnitude of isotropic hardening169

at model saturation, b is the associated rate parameter, D∞ and a are parameters to account170

for discontinuous yielding in structural steels. The over-dot indicates the derivative with171

respect to time. The parameter D∞ imposes an initial reduction in the yield surface that172

saturates quickly when the rate parameter a is properly chosen. Isotropic hardening in the173

classic VC model is attributed to Voce (1948), and is simply recovered by removing the D∞174

term from Eqn. 2. Removal of this term is the only difference in the hardening rules between175

the VC and UVC models.176
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Both material models employ the nonlinear kinematic hardening rule proposed by Chaboche177

et al. (1979) based on the work of Armstrong and Fredrick (1966). The Chaboche hardening178

rule is α =
∑Nk

k αk, where αk are backstress components, k = 1, 2, . . . , Nk. Each component179

is defined by the Armstrong-Frederick rule for uniaxial loading,180

α̇k = sign [σ − α]Ckε̇
p
eq − γkαkε̇peq, (3)181

where Ck is the magnitude of contribution to the total backstress for component k, and γk is182

the corresponding rate parameter. In this paper, the backstress rate parameters are defined183

such that γ1 > γ2 > · · · > γNk
.184

Two constraints on the set of UVC parameters are required for modeling structural steels185

(Hartloper et al. 2019b); they are denoted g1 and g2, and are respectively defined as186

g1 := −Q∞b−
∑
k

Ck +D∞a ≤ 0, (4)187

188

g2 := Q∞b
2 +

∑
k

Ckγk −D∞a2 ≤ 0. (5)189

These two constraints are sufficient conditions for the set of UVC model parameters to lead to190

a non-softening stress-strain response, therefore, they are considered an essential component191

of the UVC model for structural steels. Constraints (4) and (5) do not apply to the VC192

model.193

Considering the uniaxial stress state, the addition of the elastic modulus, E, completes194

the set of parameters. The set of parameters for the VC and UVC models are respectively195

xV C = [E, σy,0, Q∞, b, C1, γ1, . . . , CNk
, γNk

] ,196

and197

xUV C = [E, σy,0, Q∞, b,D∞, a, C1, γ1, . . . , CNk
, γNk

] .198
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Definition of the Inverse Problem199

Following de Castro e Sousa et al. (2020), an objective function is defined that represents200

the error in the model prediction based on the squared strain energy. The objective function201

f(x) : Rn → R is202

f(x) =

NT∑
j=1

∫ ε∗j
0

(
σmodelj (εj;x)− σtestj

)2
dε∗∫ ε∗j

0 dε∗
, (6)203

where σmodelj (εj;x) is the predicted model stress given a strain history εj and parameters x,204

σtestj is the stress recorded in the uniaxial test j, and ε∗ is the accumulated strain205

ε∗j =

∫ tj

0

|ε̇j|dτ. (7)206

Note that Eqn. 6 is defined for NT load histories allowing for multiple cyclic tests to be used207

in the calibration simultaneously.208

We seek the set of parameters that minimizes the defined objective function, i.e., the209

inverse problem of parameter calibration is posed as the constrained minimization problem210

minimize
x ∈ Rn

f(x) (8a)211

subject to g(x) ≤ 0, (8b)212
213

where g(x) : Rn → Rm is a vector valued function of m constraints given n parameters in x.214

These constraints are an essential component of the proposed methodology as they embed215

characteristics of the material subjected to cyclic loading into just a single tensile test.216

Definition of the Constraints to Embed Cyclic Loading Information217

Metrics are proposed to characterize the behavior of structural steels subjected to cyclic218

loading. These metrics should be derived from tests that are representative of the expected219

loading conditions of the material. In the context of the current paper, the load protocols220

should be consistent with the expected inelastic strain demands in steel components under221
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earthquake loading. Constraints on these metrics are then defined to embed this information222

into the calibration process when only a tensile test is used.223

Material Hardening Metrics224

The metrics defined herein are consistent with those used in de Castro e Sousa et al.225

(2020) to quantify the isotropic and kinematic hardening found in structural steels. Given226

a set of parameters for either the UVC or VC models, the following metrics are defined in227

terms of the equivalent plastic strain assuming monotonic loading from an initially strain228

free state. This assumption is necessary to define metrics independent of the strain history229

for the kinematic hardening component because the time-integration of Eqn. 3 is not a230

monotonically increasing function under cyclic loading. Where applicable, the metrics for231

the VC model are calculated neglecting D∞ and a.232

The total increase in stress due to combined isotropic and kinematic hardening is de-233

scribed by the metric234

σhard
(
εpeq
)

= Q∞
(
1− exp

[
−bεpeq

])
+
∑
k

Ck/γk
(
1− exp

[
−γkεpeq

])
, (9)235

and the ratio of isotropic-to-total hardening is defined by the metric236

ρiso
(
εpeq
)

=
Q∞

(
1− exp

[
−bεpeq

])
σhard (εpeq)

. (10)237

A value of ρiso = 1 indicates that there is only isotropic hardening present in the material,238

and ρiso = 0 indicates purely kinematic hardening (e.g., in high-strength steels). The total239

stress at a particular value of εpeq is defined by240

σtotal
(
εpeq
)

= σy,0 + σhard
(
εpeq
)
−D∞

(
1− exp

[
−aεpeq

])
, (11)241
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and the ratio of total stress to the initial yield stress is defined as242

ρyield
(
εpeq
)

=
σtotal

(
εpeq
)

σy,0
. (12)243

A value of ρyield = 2 would indicate that the stress at the chosen value of εpeq is twice the initial244

yield stress. In this paper, all the metrics are defined at their saturation value, εpeq → ∞,245

this is indicated by the sat superscript, e.g., ρsatiso = Q∞/
(
Q∞ +

∑
k Ck/γk

)
.246

A further metric is introduced relating the rates of kinematic and isotropic hardening.247

This metric quantifies the rates at which the different hardening components saturate as-248

suming monotonic loading, and is defined as249

ργ1b =
γ1
b
. (13)250

If ργ1b > 1 this indicates that the kinematic hardening saturates at a lower equivalent plastic251

strain than the isotropic hardening under monotonic loading. A metric is proposed to define252

the rate of saturation for various kinematic hardening components if more than one backstress253

is specified in the constitutive model:254

ργ1γ2 =
γ1
γ2
. (14)255

This constraint is necessary to prevent duplication of the backstress rate terms, for instance,256

if γ1 = γ2, then essentially the two-backstress model reduces to a one-backstress model. This257

issue arises because there is not enough information in a single tension test to differentiate258

the kinematic hardening components since a near-perfect fit can be obtained with a single259

component (see Figs. 1a and 1c). Whereas, this same issue only appears to occur after four260

backstresses are included when the full set of load protocols are used in the calibration effort261

(de Castro e Sousa et al. 2020).262

An additional metric is proposed for the UVC model that specifies the ratio of the initial263
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reduction in the yield surface to the total hardening at saturation. More specifically,264

ρD
(
εpeq
)

=
D∞

(
1− exp

[
−aεpeq

])
Q∞ (1− exp [−bεpeq]) +

∑
k Ck/γk (1− exp [−γkεpeq])

. (15)265

Another possible constraint is to specify the ratio between D∞ and Q∞, however, this con-266

straint is not valid for steels with very low isotropic hardening (e.g., high strength steels).267

This is also common in the case of cold-forming, such as in the corners of press-bent products.268

Constraints on the Hardening Metrics269

Constraints are imposed on each of the metrics described in the previous section for use270

in the constrained minimization problem. All the constraints are posed as bound constraints271

in the standard form specified in (8b), therefore, two constraints are defined for the lower and272

upper bound of each metric, ginf and gsup, respectively. Each of the following constraints273

consists of a metric, ρ, and a constant that specifies the lower/upper bound of the metric,274

cinf/sup.275

In total, there are ten constraints specified assuming a maximum of two backstresses in276

the constitutive model:277

ginfyield := cinfyield − ρsatyield; gsupyield := ρsatyield − csupyield; (16a)278

ginfiso := cinfiso − ρsatiso ; gsupiso := ρsatiso − csupiso ; (16b)279

ginfγ1b
:= cinfγ1b − ργ1b; gsupγ1b

:= ργ1b − csupγ1b
; (16c)280

ginfγ1γ2
:= cinfγ1γ2 − ργ1γ2 ; gsupγ1γ2

:= ργ1γ2 − csupγ1γ2
; (16d)281

ginfD := cinfD − ρsatD ; gsupD := ρsatD − csupD ; (16e)282
283

The constants in each of (16a)–(16e) depend on the constitutive model (e.g., VC or UVC,284

including the number of backstresses assumed), and the equivalent plastic strain used in285

computing the corresponding metrics (e.g., at saturation). Both these factors should be286

consistent with the calibration at hand when computing the constants.287
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Proposed Calibration Procedure288

The optimization problem (8a) subjected to (8b) is solved with the NITRO algorithm289

(Byrd et al. 1999) as implemented in Scipy (Virtanen et al. 2020). The NITRO algorithm290

requires an initial starting point, and is an iterative method where the stopping point for a291

local minimum is determined by the first- and second-order necessary conditions (i.e., the292

norm of the objective function’s gradient is less than a specified tolerance, and the objective293

function’s Hessian is positive definite). Gradients and Hessians required in this algorithm are294

computed using algorithmic differentiation, as previous studies have demonstrated the effi-295

cacy of this approach when combined with gradient-based optimization methods (Hartloper296

et al. 2019b; de Castro e Sousa et al. 2020).297

The use of a minimization algorithm requires an initial starting point. Two starting298

points are used in this study to assess if similar optimal parameters are obtained from299

different initial conditions. The first starting point, denoted as SP1, is feasible with respect300

to the constraint set. To generate SP1, an initial set of parameters is chosen that represents301

an elastic perfectly-plastic material as assumed in de Castro e Sousa et al. (2020); this set is302

then modified according to Algorithm 1 so that the initial point is feasible with respect to the303

constraints. The basis for this algorithm is to set the parameters such that the constraints304

are set to their mean of the upper and lower bound values. The second starting point,305

SP2, is a potentially infeasible point that is just the set of parameters leading to a nearly306

perfectly-plastic response (SP1 prior to applying Algorithm 1).307

With reference to Stage 2 of the workflow shown in Fig. 2, the proposed procedure for308

calibration of the VC and UVC model parameters using only a tensile test is as follows:309

1. Specify the constraints:310

(a) VC model: The constraint vector, g(x), is composed of constraints (16a)–(16c)311

regardless of the model and number of backstresses. Constraints defined in (16d)312

are added if two backstresses are considered.313
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(b) UVC model: The constraint vector, g(x), is composed in the same manner as the314

VC model for either one or two backstresses. Additionally, g1 and g2 are added315

to ensure non-softening of the material.316

2. Set the material cyclic hardening metric constraint bounds: The bounds on317

the constraints are defined using the minima and maxima of relevant metrics from prior318

calibrations on similar materials using relevant cyclic loading histories. The metrics319

used to establish the bounds should match the employed material model and number320

of backstresses for the constraints to be meaningful.321

(a) VC model:322

• One backstress: cinfyield, c
sup
yield, c

inf
iso , csupiso , cinfγ1b , c

sup
γ1b

,323

• Two backstresses: VC model one backstress, additionally cinfγ1γ2 , c
sup
γ1γ2

324

(b) UVC model:325

• One backstress: VC model one backstress, additionally cinfD , csupD326

• Two backstresses: VC model two backstresses, additionally cinfD , csupD327

3. Select the starting point: The starting point is intended to represent a material with328

nominal elastic and yield properties, and a nearly-perfectly plastic behavior. Nominal329

values for the elastic modulus and yield stress are selected as En = 200 GPa and330

fy,n = 355 MPa for all materials in this study.331

(a) VC model:332

• One backstress: xV CSP2 = [En, fy,n, 1, 1, 1, 1]333

• Two backstresses: xV CSP2 = [En, fy,n, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]334

(b) UVC model: Note that the initial value for “a” is set to 200 to approximately335

reach 99 % saturation of D∞ at 2 % strain (typical plateau strain in mild steels).336

• One backstress: xUV CSP2 = [En, fy,n, 1, 1, 1, 200, 1, 1]337
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• Two backstresses: xUV CSP2 = [En, fy,n, 1, 1, 1, 200, 1, 1, 1, 1]338

4. (Optional) Make the starting point feasible: If desired, Algorithm 1 can be ap-339

plied to xV CSP2 / xUV CSP2 so that the starting point satisfies the hardening metric constraint340

bounds. The basis of this algorithm is to set the material properties to the average of341

the relevant bounds. The feasible starting point is denoted xV CSP1 / xUV CSP1 .342

5. Determine the optimal set of parameters: The minimization, Problem (8), is343

solved using the NITRO algorithm starting from SP1 or SP2 with a tolerance on the344

convergence criteria of 10−8 and a maximum of 600 iterations. Note that the solution345

point typically converges to a local minima within 200 iterations for the steel materials346

examined in this paper (on average, approximately 5 minutes on a desktop computer347

with a 4 GHz processor), therefore, the 600 iterations is deemed to be adequate.348

Algorithm 1 Generate a feasible starting point with respect to gyield, giso, gγ1b, gγ1γ2 .

1: ρsatyield,avg ← 0.5×
(
cinfyield + csupyield

)
2: ρsatiso,avg ← 0.5×

(
cinfiso + csupiso

)
3: ρsatγ1b,avg

← 0.5×
(
cinfγ1b + csupγ1b

)
4: ργ1γ2,avg ← 0.5×

(
cinfγ1γ2 + csupγ1γ2

)
5: γ2,0 ← γ1,0/ργ1γ2,avg

6: C1,0 ← −γ1,0σy,0,0 (−1 + ρiso,avg) (−1 + ρyield,avg)

7: Q∞,0 ← C1,0ρiso,avg/ (γ1,0 (−1 + ρiso,avg))

8: b0 ← γ1,0/ργb,avg

Metrics Used for Procedure Evaluation349

Referring to Stage 3 of the proposed workflow shown in Fig. 2, the normalized form of350

the objective function is used to assess the accuracy of the proposed calibration procedure351

using only a tensile test. The normalized error metric is352

ϕ̄ =

√
f(x)

Etotal
, (17)353
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where the total normalized strain energy of all the considered tests in a data set is354

Etotal =

NT∑
j=1

∫ ε∗j
0

(
σtestj

)2
dε∗∫ ε∗j

0 dε∗
. (18)355

The metric ϕ̄ represents the error in strain energy calculated over the entire data set (i.e.,356

tensile and cyclic tests), normalized by the total strain energy of all the tests.357

Consistency between sets of parameters is evaluated using the ξ2 metric defined in de358

Castro e Sousa et al. (2020). This metric is computed between two sets of parameters xbase359

and xsample as360

ξ2 =
(xsample − xbase)

T ∇xxf(xbase) (xsample − xbase)

Etotal
, (19)361

where ∇xxf(xbase) is the Hessian of the objective function for a given data set evaluated362

at the local minimum of f(x), xbase. The ξ2 metric represents the normalized increase in363

the minimum value of the objective function when choosing xsample instead of xbase. If this364

increase is insignificant, then the two sets of parameters are said to be consistent.365

Validation of the Results366

The main objective of this paper is to answer the question of whether calibrations of single367

tensile tests, constrained by cyclic material characteristics, will yield satisfactory responses368

for a wide range of cyclic protocols. Here, the proposed tensile-only calibration procedure369

is satisfactory if the results out-perform, in the ϕ̄-sense for all LPs, parameters derived370

for other materials using all available load protocols. The satisfactory condition defined371

above reflects the common situation where a modeler selects input model parameters from372

a nominally identical steel grade that have been calibrated in a prior study for an entirely373

different production batch. For instance, parameters from de Castro e Sousa et al. (2020) for374

a hot-rolled HEB500 section of S355J2 (fy = 355 MPa) steel may be selected to model an375

IPE300 section from a different production heat of the same steel grade. In this hypothetical376

situation, we would like to demonstrate that, on average, there is less error in the ϕ̄-sense by377

using the proposed tensile-only calibration with a supplied tensile test than using alternative378
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parameters from the same steel grade.379

Since the cyclic characteristics are obtained a priori, validation of the proposed method-380

ology is done using data sets of S355J2 steel that are separate from the database summarized381

in Table 1 to avoid bias in the results. The characteristics are derived from the Root dataset382

(see Fig. 2) and used to analyze steel materials from another set, coined the Validation383

dataset. The Validation dataset consists of tests conducted on round-bar coupons of S355J2384

steel (with same group of ten uniaxial cyclic load protocols) sampled from two alternative385

sources: (1) the web of an IPE300 hot rolled profile and (2) the flange of the same IPE300.386

The proposed calibration procedure described above is subsequently applied to estimate the387

model parameters using a single tensile test. Comparisons are then made to parameters that388

would be obtained if all available load protocols were used, as well as using the parameters389

from Tables 2 and 6 for S355 steels calibrated from the Root dataset.390

RESULTS391

The methodology proposed in the previous section is applied to the database of steel392

materials summarized in Table 1. Results for the VC material model are presented first,393

followed by the UVC model. In all cases, discussion of the results is delayed to the Discussion394

section.395

Voce-Chaboche Model Results396

Constraint Bounds397

Bounds on the metrics used to form the constraints defined in (16a)–(16d), i.e., the c398

values, are calculated using the parameters obtained for mild structural steels. As mentioned399

in the Methodology section, only the S355J2(+N), A992 Gr. 50, and BCP325 steels are400

utilized for the tensile-only calibration because these materials are consistent in terms of401

their nominal chemical compositions and yield/tensile stresses (see Table 1) (CEN 2005;402

ASTM 2016). The other materials included in Table 1 are excluded from the metric bounds,403

and the tensile-only calibration is not conducted. The materials are excluded on the basis404

that: (1) they are high-strength low-alloy steels (e.g., S460NL and S690QL), (2) are cold405
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worked from the corners of hollow structural sections (e.g., A500 Gr. B and BCR295), or406

(3) were manufactured with a thermomechanically controlled process and grain refinement407

(e.g., HYP400). However, parameters and hardening metrics using all available protocols408

are provided for each material in the Root dataset for use in future research.409

Parameters for the VC model with one and two backstresses computed using the method-410

ology in de Castro e Sousa et al. (2020) are recorded for all the Root materials in Table 2.411

The material hardening metrics computed for the subset of mild steels are summarized in412

Table 3, and a summary of the metrics can be viewed graphically in Fig. 3. Most importantly,413

observe that the computed metrics in Table 3 depend on the number of backstresses included414

in the model, therefore, a separate set of bounds are used for either one or two backstresses.415

Notice that there is an increase in the ratio of kinematic hardening when two backstresses416

are included in the model, this is because the kinematic hardening is more accurately repre-417

sented by two backstress components, thus increasing its relevance and magnitude. The total418

hardening, σsattotal, is also greater when two backstresses are included. The reason for this is419

that γ1 in the one-backstress model is greater than γ2 in the two-backstress model, therefore,420

the two-backstress model saturates at a much greater plastic strain than the one-backstress421

model. This issue could be addressed by evaluating this metric at a finite equivalent plastic422

strain value, but for simplicity, this is not taken into account herein. As for the initial yield423

stress, comparing the σy,0 values in Table 2 with the nominal yield stresses in Table 1, the424

VC model values are close to, but consistently lower than, the nominal yield stress values.425

This is a known issue with the VC model for structural steels, and is the motivation behind426

the development of the UVC model (Hartloper et al. 2019b).427

Low coefficient of variation (CoV) values for the metrics imply consistency across the428

steel materials, thereby providing an indication of the link between the physical material429

properties and the proposed hardening metrics. Results in Fig. 3 suggest that a reasonably430

low variance in all metrics is found for the VC one-backstress model, while this variance is431

significantly larger for the ρsatyield and ργ1b metrics of the two-backstress model. Furthermore,432
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the metric ργ1γ2 applicable to the VC two-backstress model does not appear to be reliable433

given that the CoV is slightly lower than 90 %. Recall, however, that this constraint should434

be considered to avoid duplication of the γk parameters when two backstresses are used in435

the tensile-only calibration.436

The constraint bounds applicable to mild steels contain the minima and maxima of the437

metrics in Table 3 for S355J2(+N), A992 Gr. 50, and BCP325 steels. For the VC one-438

backstress model, these bounds are: 1.5 ≤ ρsatyield ≤ 2.5, 0.35 ≤ ρsatiso ≤ 0.50, and 2.25 ≤ ργ1b ≤439

3.25. Similarly, the bounds used in this study for the VC model and two backstresses are:440

1.75 ≤ ρsatyield ≤ 2.3, 0.15 ≤ ρsatiso ≤ 0.30, 8.5 ≤ ργ1b ≤ 25.0, and 13 ≤ ργ1γ2 ≤ 92.441

Tensile-Only Calibration Results442

Bounds on the metrics are used to establish the constraint vector g(x) used in the443

proposed calibration procedure (Stage 2, Fig. 2) for the subset of Root data. Results for the444

tensile-only calibration of the seven selected steel materials are provided in Table 4. The445

normalized error metric values, ϕ̄, in Table 4 are evaluated using the parameters in this table446

along with all the available load protocols for each steel material. Similarly, the values of447

the ξ2 metric are calculated using Eqn. 19 with xbase taken from Table 2 for the full data448

calibration (the base), and xsample taken from Table 4 for the tensile-only calibration (the449

sample). The results in Table 4 suggest that there is no benefit in this approach to use two450

versus only one backstress in terms of the value of the error function—in fact it is worse to451

use two backstresses. Also, if one takes the threshold value of ξ2 = 5 % discussed in de Castro452

e Sousa et al. (2020), these results show that the tensile only parameters are inconsistent453

with those retrieved from a calibration a full set of load protocols. The implications of these454

findings are further expounded in the Discussion section.455

The influence of the two starting points is shown in Fig. 4 for the S355J2+N 50 mm plate456

data set, and similar results hold for the other data sets although they are not shown herein.457

The convergence criteria at each iteration of the NITRO algorithm is shown in Fig. 4a,458

and the results imply that the starting point does not have a major influence on the rate of459
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convergence for the algorithm. Furthermore, the convergence criteria of 10−8 for Problem (8)460

are satisfied in all but one case (S355J2+N 25 mm plate). In this case, the exit convergence461

criterion value was about 10−5 after 600 iterations. The plot of the objective function value462

at each iteration, Fig. 4b, indicates that the same level of error is reached regardless of the463

starting point. The reason is that the model parameters also converge to the same value for464

both SP1 and SP2, as shown in Fig. 4c that tracks the model parameters at each iteration.465

Therefore, the chosen starting points do not appear to be influential on the obtained solution466

point in this calibration procedure.467

Validation468

Data sets of uniaxial coupon tests conducted on samples from the flanges and web of an469

IPE300 profile of S355J2 steel are used as the Validation set for our proposed tensile-only470

calibration. The results of the validation are summarized in Table 5 via the ϕ̄ metric. Values471

of the ϕ̄ metric in this table are computed using all available load protocols for the IPE300472

flange/web, and parameters that are either: (1) calibrated using the methodology in this473

paper using only the tensile test of the IPE300 flange or web data sets (tensile-only), or474

(2) calibrated using all available load protocols of other S355J2(+N) steel materials. For475

instance, the error computed across the entire IPE300 flange dataset using the parameters476

from the IPE300 tensile-only calibration is ϕ̄ = 10.53 %, while the error computed using the477

parameters from the S355J2+N (50 mm plate) dataset is ϕ̄ = 11.25 %. The implications of478

these results will be discussed shortly.479

Figure 5 is provided to compare the level of fit between different options for selected480

tests from the IPE300 flange data set. Material model predictions in these figures are com-481

puted with the parameters from the VC 1-backstress model tensile-only calibration using482

the IPE300 flange (“Tensile”), and the VC 2-backstress model parameters calibrated to the483

S355J2 HEB500 flange data (“HEB500-Flange”). For the case shown in Fig. 5, the pro-484

posed tensile-only calibration leads to results that are in closer agreement with the test data485

regardless of the load protocol. Moreover, a stark contrast is apparent between the poor486
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results of the “naive” approach, where no information is used to guide the tensile-only cali-487

bration (see Fig. 1b/1d), and the reasonably good results shown in Fig. 5c when the proposed488

methodology is employed.489

Updated Voce-Chaboche Model Results490

Constraint Bounds491

The same materials and methodology as discussed above for the VC model is applied to492

the UVC model to derive appropriate bounds of the model’s material performance metrics.493

UVC material model parameters are provided in Table 6 for one and two backstresses, and494

the hardening metrics are summarized in Table 7. A summary of the metrics can also be495

viewed in graphical form in Fig. 3.496

Many observations regarding the link between the calibration results and the physical497

material properties made for the VC model also apply to the UVC model. However, a quick498

review of the obtained metrics shows a significant dispersion in the ratios in the material499

metrics ρsatiso and ρsatD when only one backstress is included in the UVC model (see Figs. 3b500

and 3e). The later metric essentially measures the decay in isotropic hardening stress with501

respect to the other hardening components of the model, and the accuracy of this parameter502

is crucial to the UVC functioning as intended since it is the main differentiator with respect503

to the VC model. Furthermore, considering that these two metrics cannot be defined with504

precision, the initial hypothesis that these metrics are an intrinsic property of the material505

cannot be made with any degree of confidence when only one backstress is included in the506

UVC model. It follows, then, that it is pointless to pursue analyses with one backstress using507

the UVC model. This is not the case, however, for the two backstress condition, where ρsatD508

and ρsatiso are defined within a narrow CoV range.509

Following the above argument, the recommended bounds used in this study to assess510

tensile-only calibrations for the UVC model are based solely on a two-backstress model. For511

the steels in question (S355J2(+N), A992 Gr. 50, and BCP325) these are: 1.8 ≤ ρsatyield ≤ 2.1,512

0.25 ≤ ρsatiso ≤ 0.30, 13.0 ≤ ργ1b ≤ 20.0, 15.0 ≤ ργ1γ2 ≤ 30.0, and 0.2 ≤ ρD ≤ 0.3.513
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Tensile-Only Calibration and Validation Results514

In contrast with the VC model, UVC tensile-only parameters are not presented herein.515

The reason for this decision follows from the results in Table 8 for the validation of the516

UVC two-backstress model. This table indicates that, in terms of the error metric ϕ̄, the517

performance of the tensile-only parameters is significantly worse than using the parameters518

from a different steel from a database derived with full load protocols (i.e., using any of519

the two-backstress parameter sets from Table 6). For example, the error in the IPE300520

web data set is around ϕ̄ = 25 % when the proposed tensile-only calibration procedure521

is used with the UVC model, while the error is around ϕ̄ = 10–18 % using the parameters522

calibrated from other data sets. Poor results of the UVC tensile-only calibration are apparent523

in Fig. 6: despite matching the tensile test, the other cyclic load protocols are not accurately524

represented by the model predictions. These results demonstrate that UVC tensile-only525

calibrations, even with two backstresses, are inadequate with the methodology and data526

presented herein, and should not be used when parameters from a material with a similar527

microstructure are available.528

DISCUSSION529

The methodology presented in this paper assumes a strong link between physical mate-530

rial response and the parameters used in its representation by a material constitutive model.531

This assumption is crucial in order to obtain accurate cyclic model responses by performing532

a constrained optimization with limited information (in this case a tensile-only test of a ma-533

terial sample). From the results presented in the previous section, it was shown that while534

precise performance metrics can be found for the material models under analysis (VC with535

one backstresses, and UVC with two backstresses), when these metrics are used in the con-536

strained optimization with tensile-only test data, the results are not universally satisfactory.537

In fact, the poor performance of the UVC under these conditions leads to the inescapable538

conclusion that it should not be used for calibrations under limited information. This is not539

the case for the VC model– some nuances notwithstanding .540
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The results depicted in Table 4 for the VC show persistently that tensile-only calibrations541

with two backstresses underperform, in error-metric terms (ϕ̄), the model with a single542

backstress. One key observation in this Table is that the second backstresses parameters are543

close to zero, meaning that the model response is close to a single-backstress condition. A544

probable cause for this result is the significant dispersion in the ργ1γ2 performance metric in545

Table 3 and depicted in Fig. 3d, since it is the only metric that relates both backstresses.546

Furthermore, the consistency of the solutions, as measured by ξ2 metric with respect to547

the parameters calibrated with all available load protocols, is significantly worst than the548

one-backstress case. Moreover, the results from the validation dataset shown in Table 5549

show overwhelmingly that the tensile-only two-backstress VC, underperforms models with550

parameters unrelated to the specific sample, i.e. taken from another (Root) dataset. All-551

in-all, these findings seem to indicate that there just isn’t enough information in a tensile552

test to accurately provide two-backstress VC model parameters and that, under conditions553

in which the modeler is faced with a single tensile-only test, it is preferable to use known554

database parameters rather than attempting to calibrate a two-backstress VC model. This555

conclusion, however, does not hold for the one-backstress VC model.556

The one-backstress VC model performance, shown in Tables 4 and 5, suggests that error557

levels are typically smaller than the two-backstress tensile-only VC model. Moreover, in the558

validation cases the one-backstress model performs at error levels on or above par with respect559

to known two-backstress database parameters established with many more load protocols560

(the recommended VC calibrations strategy of de Castro e Sousa et al. (2020)). These results561

seem to indicate that a limited information calibration procedure with a one-backstress VC562

model is, in fact, a suitable approach to modeling material response when only monotonic563

test data is available. Indeed it could be said, also with respect to the UVC results, that the564

simplest model is the one that performs best under limited information conditions.565

Why, then, should one find the possibility of using a single test result to calibrate a566

material model worthwhile? The main advantage of using the constrained optimization567
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procedure advocated in this paper, instead of using known database parameters, is that568

it diminishes the uncertainty related to the steel making process. Consider, for instance,569

using database parameters for S355J2 taken from an HEB500 flange and applying them570

to an S355J2 IPE300 flange. The results in Table 5 show that an error of ϕ̄ = 16.91% is571

obtained, whereas if the tensile-only IPE300 flange test is used, one obtains an error ϕ̄ =572

10.53%. This suggests that, although the materials are “theoretically” the same, variations573

in manufacturing conditions (e.g. differences between production batches or profile rolling574

schemes) can affect a material’s cyclic response and that the methodology presented herein575

can mitigate this effect.576

The facts above notwithstanding, if a modeler can have access to a material’s cyclic577

response using multiple load protocols, the modeler should not hesitate in using them (de578

Castro e Sousa et al. 2020). The accuracy of the parameters obtained using multiple load579

protocols is substantially better than the alternatives (constrained optimization or estab-580

lished material databases). This can also be seen in Table 4, where mid-single-digit errors581

are obtained if a two-backstress solution with all available load protocols is used. Moreover,582

it should be noted that, although satisfactory results are obtained using the one-backstress583

VC model tensile-only method, the values of ξ2 > 5% in Table 4 indicate that the parameters584

are inconsistent with those obtainable from more protocols – c.f. de Castro e Sousa et al.585

(2020) for details on the 5% bound. In other words, the proposed method is acceptable only586

in situations where limited information is available on the material at hand, but it is not587

without its shortcomings.588

Another disadvantage of this methodology is the fact that best-fit is only achieved with589

a one-backstress solution for the VC model. The feature restricts the possible shapes of590

the hardening material, which in certain applications may reveal crucial. Here, care should591

be taken on the range of plastic strains to which the model is to be applied. For instance,592

hardening slopes play a significant role in localization problems and, as such, this approach is593

likely not suitable in studying cases like ultra low cycle fatigue of materials where significant594
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plastic strains ranges coupled with damage occurs. It should be stated, in fact, that the most595

suitable cases to use in this approach would be cases where nominal strains (as opposed to596

strain riser regions, such as sharp geometry changes or welds) are fairly bounded (between597

-5/+5 % plastic strains, the range of most cyclic calibration tests).598

Lastly, it should be noted that the best-fit constrained optimization method presented599

herein is geared toward obtaining better cyclic material properties than otherwise obtained600

with a tensile test or from existing databases, which may not directly translate itself to a601

”best-fit” component behavior. The material will be better characterized (as shown above),602

but how this relates to a better hysteretic response on the component side is a different603

issue. Component behavior depends not only on material characteristics, but also on how604

these interact with other features like its slenderness, geometric imperfections or residual605

stresses and demand histories. As such, one can only point out to the component modeler606

that some care should be taken with regards to the sensitivity of the component response to607

material parameters, because cases can arise where different failure modes can be triggered608

as a function of the material response (Hartloper et al. 2019a).609

CONCLUSIONS610

This paper presented a methodology to obtain material model parameters under limited611

information conditions. The models discussed herein are the Voce-Chaboche (VC) and an612

Updated Voce-Chaboche (UVC) in the context of structural steel applications. Limited in-613

formation conditions can arise when one intends to study the behavior of steel structures614

under large amplitude cyclic loading, but knowledge of the employed steel material is re-615

stricted to a single tensile test. A procedure is proposed herein that allows the calibration616

of material parameters taking into account its cyclic properties with a single monotonic617

test using a constrained optimization scheme. This procedure has been incorporated into618

the open-source Python library, RESSPyLab (de Castro e Sousa et al. 2019), which is made619

publicly available. The following conclusions can be made from this work:620

• The definition of adequate material cyclic-performance metrics is an essential part621
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in the constrained optimization procedure. Metrics are proposed herein that relate622

typical ratios of isotropic to kinematic hardening and their rates in order to inform the623

constrained optimization procedure;624

• The number of backstresses used in the kinematic part of the models plays a significant625

role in the accuracy of tensile-only parameter estimates;626

• The UVC model does not provide satisfactory results in parameter estimates in the627

tensile-only constrained optimization, regardless of the number of backstresses em-628

ployed;629

• The VC model with two backstresses does not provide satisfactory estimates of material630

response for tensile-only calibrations with the constraints presented herein. More data631

can however motivate different constraints;632

• The VC model with one backstress, however, yields satisfactory results and is the633

recommended material model if a modeler is faced with a situation where tensile-only634

data is available.635

It should be underscored that this methodology is a best-fit approximation in limited636

information cases. Whenever possible, material testing taking into account multiple load637

protocols should, nevertheless, be used.638
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NOTATION731

The following symbols are used in this paper:732

a = isotropic saturation rate parameter associated with D∞;

b = isotropic saturation rate parameter associated with Q∞;

Ck = kinematic stress parameter for the k-th backstress;

c = constant in hardening metric constraint;

D∞ = isotropic differential stress at saturation for discontinuous yielding;

E = Young’s modulus;

Etotal = total normalized strain energy in stress-strain data;

f(x) = objective function in minimization problem with vector variable x;

g = constraint on hardening metric;

Q∞ = isotropic differential stress at saturation;

γk = kinematic saturation rate parameter for the k-th backstress;

ε = uniaxial true strain;

ε∗ = error-metric strain;

ε̇peq = equivalent plastic strain;

ξ2 = consistency distance metric;

ρ = constitutive model hardening metric;

σ = uniaxial true stress;

σy,0 = initial yield stress;

ϕ = error function;

ϕ̄ = normalized error function;

φVM = Von Mises yield criterion;

∇xf(x) = gradient of function f with respect to vector variable x;

∇xxf(x) = hessian of function f with respect to vector variable x;
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TABLE 1: Overview of the Root material database.

ID Material Source Tested Bya Load Protocols fy,n
b fu,n

c

[MPa] [MPa]

1 S355J2+N 50 mm plate 1 1–10 355 470–630

2 S355J2+N 25 mm plate 1 1–10 355 470–630

3 S355J2 HEB500 flange 3 1,2,5,6,9 355 470–630

4 S355J2 HEB500 web 3 1,1–3,5–9 355 470–630

5 S460NL 25 mm plate 1 1,3–7,9,10 440 540–720

6 S690QL 25 mm plate 1 1,3–7,9,10 690 770–940

7 A992 Gr.50 W14X82 web 2 1,2,5,6,9 345 450d

8 A992 Gr.50 W14X82 flange 2 1,2,5,6,9 345 450d

9 A500 Gr.B HSS305X16 2 1,2,5,6,9 315 400d

10 BCP325 22 mm plate 2 1,2,5,6,9 325 490–610

11 BCR295 HSS350X22 2 1,2,5,6,9 295 400–550

12 HYP400 27 mm plate 2 1,2,5,6,9 400 490–640

a 1: Grigoriou and Lignos (2017), 2: Suzuki (2018), 3: Hartloper et al. (2020).
b: nominal yield stress, c: nominal tensile stress, d: minimum value.
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TABLE 2: Voce-Chaboche material model parameters with one and two backstresses ob-
tained using the full data sets.

ID ϕ̄ E σy,0 Q∞ b C1 γ1 C2 γ2

[%] [GPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]

1 8.21 177.54 296.62 123.26 7.17 6501.83 27.90 - -

6.31 184.98 270.96 107.22 5.97 14327.30 115.12 1771.06 7.56

2 8.49 182.11 285.67 125.79 11.80 6801.09 29.78 - -

6.57 191.52 265.29 104.45 11.63 12997.99 99.51 1560.41 7.35

3 6.02 186.13 272.57 132.55 9.10 3738.39 28.95 - -

4.63 191.85 245.50 119.77 8.67 14019.86 205.39 1247.05 4.45

4 7.38 193.82 275.65 104.97 14.29 8437.43 62.41 - -

6.86 200.39 265.46 103.29 11.18 11996.11 104.79 627.33 1.14

5 8.02 172.85 376.44 106.09 11.08 6857.43 23.44 - -

6.18 185.86 358.93 68.04 10.02 14202.40 104.22 2259.11 8.01

6 7.56 184.88 607.47 0.50 0.58 15648.17 60.98 - -

7.29 184.70 602.64 0.48 0.55 16107.81 78.81 937.51 6.32

7 7.78 194.55 328.83 101.76 16.73 5159.90 38.80 - -

6.23 207.32 299.86 88.30 13.96 14878.98 166.00 1424.51 8.57

8 7.69 178.64 324.68 127.20 11.89 3943.98 30.59 - -

5.75 189.95 292.75 110.54 9.71 15142.58 170.54 1117.53 5.86

9 7.72 180.57 321.68 36.64 0.94 3995.53 24.59 - -

5.43 191.39 286.87 24.08 0.84 11934.29 160.01 1585.62 7.71

10 6.67 173.87 325.05 103.34 8.75 5945.26 32.19 - -

4.88 177.92 306.09 94.16 5.81 11613.11 122.00 1744.03 8.29

11 7.75 173.46 355.97 0.56 0.60 5135.19 44.95 - -

6.24 177.88 329.13 0.57 0.61 12773.06 196.86 1746.22 11.96

12 7.02 187.13 401.29 44.20 9.64 5758.71 38.19 - -

5.22 189.35 376.22 29.12 6.41 13711.66 139.70 1147.15 4.59
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TABLE 3: Voce-Chaboche hardening metrics with one and two backstresses obtained using
the full data sets.

One Backstress Two Backstresses

ID ρsatyield ρsatiso ργ1b ρsatyield ρsatiso ργ1b ργ1γ2

1 2.20 0.35 3.89 2.72 0.23 19.27 15.22

2 2.24 0.36 2.52 2.69 0.23 8.56 13.55

3 1.96 0.51 3.18 2.91 0.26 23.70 46.13

4 1.87 0.44 4.37 3.90 0.13 9.37 92.16

7 1.71 0.43 2.32 2.15 0.26 11.89 19.37

8 1.79 0.50 2.57 2.33 0.28 17.56 29.12

10 1.89 0.36 3.68 2.31 0.24 21.00 14.72

Avg. 1.95 0.42 3.22 2.72 0.23 15.91 32.90

StD. 0.19 0.06 0.73 0.54 0.05 5.52 26.46

CoV.[%] 9.49 14.76 22.61 20.05 19.44 34.72 80.44
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TABLE 4: Voce-Chaboche tensile test only calibration with one and two backstresses using
the NITRO algorithm and SP1 for mild steels.

ID ϕ̄ ξ2 E σy,0 Q∞ b C1 γ1 C2 γ2

[%] [%] [GPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]

1 12.4 13.5 206.38 298.28 201.10 7.10 4692.07 23.07 - -

14.31 37.0 199.38 308.79 60.68 1.79 5183.37 15.21 0.01 1.17

2 12.4 14.4 200.40 299.99 193.89 8.15 4861.80 25.00 - -

13.65 44.0 200.87 311.37 82.02 1.96 5380.87 16.67 0.04 1.28

3 9.5 10.9 220.12 300.02 157.51 3.07 2018.60 6.90 - -

18.05 20.9 200.00 289.05 55.60 0.41 3081.98 9.85 0.16 0.76

4 11.5 7.5 204.86 290.20 118.20 6.23 3078.12 14.02 - -

19.01 37.5 200.00 291.16 77.46 1.09 3666.21 12.24 0.69 0.94

7 8.68 4.6 200.95 356.51 104.04 6.90 2999.91 15.53 - -

14.97 7.4 200.00 357.10 60.84 0.54 3619.24 13.25 0.91 1.02

8 10.1 9.3 200.15 339.64 114.86 5.61 2690.49 12.61 - -

19.45 13.0 200.00 331.53 78.09 0.51 3656.42 12.51 0.81 0.96

10 10.5 12.1 212.62 353.76 114.24 6.21 2965.99 13.98 - -

14.30 10.2 200.00 352.67 81.40 0.51 3662.68 12.33 1.33 0.95
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TABLE 5: Results from the validation of the tensile test only calibration methodology with
one and two backstresses, using the VC model for mild steels.

Calibration Material Load Protocols Model IPE300 flange IPE300 web

Data Set ϕ̄,[%] ϕ̄,[%]

Validation S355J2 (IPE300 flange) Tensile only VC, 1bk 10.53 -

Validation S355J2 (IPE300 web) Tensile only VC, 1bk - 11.82

Validation S355J2 (IPE300 flange) Tensile only VC, 2bk 18.31 -

Validation S355J2 (IPE300 web) Tensile only VC, 2bk - 19.92

Validation S355J2 (IPE300 flange) All available VC, 2bk 5.46 6.94

Validation S355J2 (IPE300 web) All available VC, 2bk 6.03 6.26

Root S355J2+N (50 mm plate) All available VC, 2bk 11.25 11.86

Root S355J2+N (25 mm plate) All available VC, 2bk 10.71 11.50

Root S355J2 (HEB500 flange) All available VC, 2bk 16.91 18.36

Root S355J2 (HEB500 web) All available VC, 2bk 11.99 13.64
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TABLE 6: Updated Voce-Chaboche full data set calibration with one and two backstresses
for mild steels.

ID ϕ̄ E σy,0 Q∞ b D∞ a C1 γ1 C2 γ2

[%] [GPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]

1 8.18 177.51 327.15 128.25 7.86 37.28 203.33 6572.34 28.32 - -

6.33 197.41 338.8 134.34 14.71 133.75 229.25 26242.00 199.04 2445.30 11.66

2 8.43 182.96 330.42 146.77 13.72 67.20 133.57 6962.12 30.65 - -

6.53 185.97 332.18 120.48 8.14 93.15 261.75 21102.00 173.60 2300.60 10.42

3 5.81 186.17 304.96 153.96 12.13 59.91 98.68 4044.49 32.44 - -

3.96 192.13 315.04 138.01 11.36 96.16 223.66 18587.84 257.31 1351.98 6.52

4 7.00 193.91 341.22 454.07 34.70 419.75 56.92 8907.58 66.38 - -

6.61 199.68 334.94 139.32 14.07 120.33 274.73 28528.03 315.17 2569.46 24.68

7 7.43 194.62 376.35 623.86 38.46 574.87 51.64 5690.09 44.29 - -

5.21 210.72 378.83 122.63 19.74 143.49 248.14 31638.00 277.32 1548.60 9.04

8 7.53 178.75 360.64 195.99 20.52 113.60 74.36 4425.80 36.83 - -

4.76 191.02 373.72 141.47 15.20 135.95 211.16 25621.00 235.12 942.18 3.16

10 6.51 173.95 360.85 123.00 12.50 60.74 127.27 6193.34 34.44 - -

3.89 178.61 368.03 112.25 10.78 105.95 221.92 20104.00 200.43 2203.00 11.76
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TABLE 7: Metrics for the Updated Voce-Chaboche full data set calibration with one and
two backstresses.

One Backstress Two Backstresses

ID ρsatyield ρsatiso ρsatγ1b
ρsatD ρsatyield ρsatiso ρsatγ1b

ρsatD ργ1/γ2

1 1.99 0.36 3.60 0.10 2.11 0.26 21.33 0.20 16.67

2 1.93 0.39 2.23 0.18 2.01 0.28 13.53 0.28 17.08

3 1.72 0.55 2.68 0.22 2.02 0.33 22.65 0.23 39.49

4 1.49 0.77 1.91 0.71 1.64 0.42 22.39 0.36 12.77

7 1.47 0.83 1.15 0.76 1.70 0.30 14.05 0.35 30.66

8 1.56 0.62 1.80 0.36 2.10 0.26 15.47 0.25 74.44

10 1.67 0.41 2.76 0.20 1.80 0.28 18.60 0.26 17.05

Avg. 1.69 0.56 2.30 0.36 1.91 0.30 18.29 0.28 29.74

StD. 0.19 0.17 0.73 0.25 0.18 0.05 3.66 0.06 20.26

CoV. [%] 11.28 31.00 31.87 68.39 9.43 17.20 20.01 20.04 68.14
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TABLE 8: Results from the validation of the tensile test only calibration methodology with
two backstresses for the UVC model.

Calibration Material Load Protocols Model IPE300 flange IPE300 web

Data Set ϕ̄,[%] ϕ̄,[%]

Validation S355J2 (IPE300 flange) Tensile only UVC, 2bk 19.80 -

Validation S355J2 (IPE300 web) Tensile only UVC, 2bk - 24.69

Validation S355J2 (IPE300 flange) All available UVC, 2bk 4.94 6.35

Validation S355J2 (IPE300 web) All available UVC, 2bk 5.59 5.42

Root S355J2+N (50 mm plate) All available UVC, 2bk 10.86 11.31

Root S355J2+N (25 mm plate) All available UVC, 2bk 10.19 10.69

Root S355J2 (HEB500 flange) All available UVC, 2bk 16.42 17.86

Root S355J2 (HEB500 web) All available UVC, 2bk 10.40 12.19
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FIG. 1: Comparison of stress-strain using the S355J2+N 50 mm plate and A992 Gr. 50
W14X82 flange data sets: test data (Test); VC model 2 backstresses, all load protocols used
in calibration (All LP); and naive calibration using only a tensile test (Tensile-Naive).
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FIG. 3: Relevant model metrics for σy ≈ 355 MPa materials based on parameters calibrated
with all available load protocols.
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points using the S355J2+N 50 mm data set.
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FIG. 5: Comparison of stress-strain using the S355J2 IPE300 flange data set: test data
(Test), VC 2Back Root dataset calibration (HEB500-Flange), and proposed tensile-only
calibration with the VC model (Tensile).
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FIG. 6: Comparison of stress-strain using the S355J2 IPE300 flange data set: test data
(Test), UVC 2Back Root dataset calibration (HEB500-Flange), and proposed tensile-only
calibration with the UVC model (Tensile).
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